TREND CollectioN

A perfect home for
magnificent
plants

Clever watering with leCHUZA
• LECHUZA’s original sub-irrigation
system turns plant care into child’s play.
• Never overwater again
• Up to 12 weeks without further watering
The All-in-One Sets already come with the
LECHUZA sub-irrigation system.

How do leCHUZA
planters stand above
the rest?
Attractive planters are a dime a dozen. But do they
also meet your plant’s needs? LECHUZA planters do:
The sub-irrigation system ensures superb plant growth
LECHUZA turns plant care into child’s play: Simply fill the water reservoir
integrated in the bottom of the planter once. Then let LECHUZA tend to your
plants for up to 12 weeks *, without the need for further watering.
No waterlogging – even outdoors
The original LECHUZA sub-irrigation system is suitable both for plants
with high water needs as well as for those that require significantly less
water, such as succulents (cacti, yucca, etc.). Thanks to an overflow
function integrated in the bottom of the
planter, LECHUZA provides potted plants
with the perfect amount of water – even
when used outdoors. When the drain plug
is removed, excess rainwater runs off,
preventing plants from becoming waterlogged.
NEW: The LECHUZA
All-in-One Sets
Now every LECHUZA planter comes
complete with the proven LECHUZA
sub-irrigation system!

High-quality planters, made in Germany
• Stylish design, robust
surface
• Shatterproof
• UV-resistant
• Frostproof
• With integrated “rain
overﬂow function” for
use outdoors
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+160°F
+32°F
-20°F

CILINDRO Cottage planter in the All-in-One Set: includes
interchangeable plant liner with overflow function and
LECHUZA sub-irrigation system.
* depending on planter size, plant and location.

Practical: Organic vegetables
receive the care they need
even on hot summer days thanks
to the 12 liter water reservoir.

tRio Cottage
Versatile trough planter
The new TRIO trough planter from LECHUZA will inspire
you to experiment with new plant ideas on patios and
balconies.
TRIO’s robust “Cottage” wicker design provides long
lasting enjoyment, is UV resistant and extremely durable.
And the high-quality polypropylene even stands up to
frost without breaking.

TRIO Cottage 30 – tomato plant
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tRio plant liners (3 liners)

tRio trellis

• Simple precultivation
of plants and
vegetables
• Practical for overwintering

• Available as an
accessory
• Incl. three adjustable cross
braces and 20 plant clips

TREND ColleCtioN

TRIO Cottage 30 – Hedera helix

The optional TRIO trellis lets
you create a green privacy
screen in an instant. Magnificent
tomatoes and even homegrown
gourmet vegetables will feel
at home here. The LECHUZA
sub-irrigation system’s integrated
water reservoir reliably cares
for your plants in this modern
“mini garden”, even on sunny
days.
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BALCONERA Cottage 80 – Aster novi-belgii, Antirrhinum majus, Platycodon grandiﬂorus

BAlCoNeRA Cottage
Excellent balcony planter
Awarded for its excellent design, BALCONERA is way
ahead of other planters in both form and function: Thanks
to the high-quality structured plastic design it is naturally
robust and weather resistant. The woven “Cottage”
structure gives it Mediterranean flair and a lightness that
perfectly complements all outdoor furniture.
Practical accessories make BALCONERA the clear winner:
The interchangeable plant liners make it easy to change
heavy balcony plants in the pre-mounted planters; the
LECHUZA sub-irrigation system takes care of your plants
even on hot summer days. And the matching LECHUZA
balcony brackets (available separately as accessories):
Sturdy, weatherproof and extremely easy to attach to railings
or walls – let summer shine in your home!

interchangeable plant liner

• Easy to
change plants
• Practical for
overwintering
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BALCONERA Cottage 80 –
Chrysanthemum indicum

Super sturdy yet ﬂexible:
LECHUZA balcony brackets,
“Made in Germany”: The brackets
are made from super sturdy plastic
with reinforced steel, are securely
screwed to BALCONERA and then
“pushed on” to the balcony mounting.
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CUBICO Cottage 40 – Begonia betulia

CiliNDRo & CUBiCo Cottage
For plants that thrive
Both column planters in the LECHUZA “Cottage” outdoor
line are great in the truest sense of the word and simply
unbeatable. With its durable and easy to clean surface
finished in four flattering earth tones, this planter line was
made for virtually any outdoor use.
This makes CUBICO and CILINDRO Cottage a real alternative
to conventional terracotta planters, for example. Whether
round or square, small or large, there’s something for every
taste here.

CUBICO and CILINDRO Cottage’s
robust watertight surface structure is
astonishingly natural.

CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Lavendel

Plant liner

All patented LECHUZA plant
liners are manufactured in
Germany.
US patent 7,805,886
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CILINDRO Cottage 32 – Solanum
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CUBe Cottage
The simplicity of existence
The CUBE Cottage’s extraordinary design gives the
impression of weightlessness despite its remarkable size
and enormous planting depth. Together with its elegant,
yet robust surface structure this mighty planter gracefully
complements any surroundings. CUBE Cottage is both
smart and practical: Even when planted, the optional coaster
makes moving the planter from one place to another an
easy feat on balconies and patios.
And thanks to the integrated plant liner, which also
conveniently fits in the high CUBICO 40 column planters,
you have nearly unlimited freedom in creative outdoor
cultivation. What’s more, you can easily relocate the
plantings into other planters or move them to a
warmer location for the winter. LECHUZA –
because intelligent solutions make plant care
even more fun.

CUBE Cottage 40 – Liriope muscari

CUBe plant liner

With recessed carrying handles
(patented)

Coaster

• Virtually disappears under the
planter
• Also available to
match CLASSICO 43
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CUBE Cottage 40 – Agave Desmettiana

CUBE Cottage 40 – Bougainvillea glabra
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CUBICO Color 40 – Strelitzia reginae

CUBiCo & ClASSiCo Color
Here come the colors
The Trend Collection’s Color line provides you with a full
selection (of colors): Four trendy colors, two different shapes
(round CLASSICO planters and high CUBICO columns),
various sizes and – brand new – the All-in-One-Sets always
include an interchangeable plant liner for both planter types:
CLASSICO Color even features a color-coordinated frame
handle. They leave nothing to be desired.
As always, all Color planters are UV resistant, frostproof and
equipped with the practical overflow function for outdoor
use and the proven LECHUZA sub-irrigation system. This
ensures your plants receive the optimum amount of water
outdoors, without becoming waterlogged.
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CUBiCo
plant liner

CUBiCo
coaster

ClASSiCo
coaster

New, interchangeable
plant liner

Patented in
Europe, the
USA and China

Available for
CUBICO 30
and 40

Available for
CLASSICO 43

New: Change plantings easily in
CLASSICO color

TREND ColleCtioN

Attention plant enthusiasts:
All CLASSICO Color planters
now available with the patented
interchangeable plant liner and
color-coordinated frame handle.
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the original leCHUZA
sub-irrigation system

the leCHUZA trend Collection
Selection of planters at a glance

The secret to beautiful plants is found inside every LECHUZA
planter: The LECHUZA sub-irrigation system.

tRio Cottage

Whether you are away for a few days, or simply can’t find the time in your busy
schedule to take care of your plants – LECHUZA’s sub-irrigation system takes care
of your plants for you for up to 12 weeks (depending on planter size), providing
them with the right amount of water and nutrients for optimum growth. The principle
is simple: Just fill the LECHUZA water reservoir completely and your plants will
“nurture themselves” for up to 12 weeks. And you won’t have to water them once.

BAlCoNeRA
Cottage

CiliNDRo
Cottage

the innovative leCHUZA
sub-irrigation system
LECHUZA cares for your plants just as
nature intended:

1
2

1

Water level indicator
Ensures complete watering control

2

Water supply shaft
Makes adding water and liquid fertilizer easy
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leCHUZA-PoN as a separating layer
Perfectly controls the water supply to the plants
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Separator
Forms the water reservoir in the bottom of the planter
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Drain plug
Is removed to allow excess rainwater to drain when
used outdoors.

CUBiCo
Cottage

Model

W xDxH

CUBE
Cottage 40

16 x 16 x 17 inch
40 x 40 x 44 cm

Model

W xDxH

CUBICO
Color 22

9 x 9 x 16 inch
22 x 22 x 41 cm

32 x 7 x 7 inch
79 x 19 x 19 cm

CUBICO
Color 30

12 x 12 x 22 inch
30 x 30 x 56 cm

Model

Dim.

CUBICO
Color 40

16 x 16 x 30 inch
40 x 40 x 75 cm

CILINDRO
Cottage 23

9 x 16 inch
23 x 41 cm

Model

Dim.

CILINDRO
Cottage 32

13 x 22 inch
32 x 56 cm

CLASSICO
Color 21

9 x 8 inch
21 x 20 cm

Model

W xDxH

CLASSICO
Color 28

11 x 10 inch
28 x 26 cm

CUBICO
Cottage 30

12 x 12 x 22 inch
30 x 30 x 56 cm

CLASSICO
Color 35

14 x 13 inch
35 x 33 cm

CUBICO
Cottage 40

16 x 16 x 30 inch
40 x 40 x 75 cm

CLASSICO
Color 43

17 x 16 inch
43 x 40 cm

Model

W xDxH

TRIO
Cottage 30

39 x 13 x 13 inch
100 x 32 x 34 cm

Model

W xDxH

BALCONERA
Cottage 50

20 x 7 x 7 inch
50 x 19 x 19 cm

BALCONERA
Cottage 80

ClASSiCo Color

Colors/Structures for TRIO BALCONERA, CILINDRO and CUBICO Cottage
white

granite

mocha

black

white

granite

mocha

black

mocha

aubergine

Colors/Structures for CUBE Cottage
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the All-in-one concept!
Simply enjoy plants without the stress: Now all LECHUZA Trend
Collection planters come with the matching sub-irrigation set
and an interchangeable plant liner with overflow function.

CUBiCo Color

Colors

3

5

CUBe Cottage

Colors for CUBICO and CLASSICO Color
white

cherry

Colors in printed media may vary from the original. Errors and changes excepted.
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The name LECHUZA is a registered trademark
© 2011. Many of the products featured in
this catalog are protected in numerous countries
by industrial property rights for geobra Brandstätter
GmbH & Co. KG. This brochure was printed
in Germany on chlorine-free bleached paper.

leCHUZA – the original
Look for the LECHUZA logo. Because, even though other
planters might look like ours: Only LECHUZA planters –
equipped with the original LECHUZA sub-irrigation system
developed by specialists – offer you comfort and quality
in addition to the extraordinary design for guaranteed
magnificent plant growth.
Trust the original.

leCHUZA accessories
A selection for you to enjoy your plants even more.
TRIO trellis
Secure support for climbing plants, shrubs and
vegetables. Incl. 20 plant clips.
LECHUZA balcony brackets
Hidden behind the planter. Suitable for wall or balcony
mounting (railing circumference up to 38 cm [15 in]).
CUBICO coaster
LECHUZA CUBICO coasters are available for
CUBICO 30 and 40 in three finishes: white,
granite and black.

PICO watering aid
Watering just got easier thanks to LECHUZA’s PICO
spout extension.
LECHUZA-PON plant substrate
LECHUZA-PON plant substrate is a convincing
alternative to conventional potting soil.
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CLASSICO/CUBE coaster
This LECHUZA coaster for CLASSICO 43/
CUBE 40 disappears even under potted
planters.

